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(54) METHOD FOR MOUNTING A STACK OF SEPARATING DISCS IN A CENTRIFUGAL 
SEPARATOR BOWL AND A TOOL

(57) Method for mounting a stack 13 of separating
discs in a centrifugal separator bowl 18 comprising a bowl
body 5 and a bowl hood 6, the method comprising steps
of: a) mounting and securing said stack 13 of separating
discs on a distributor 19; b) placing and rotatably fixing
said distributor 19 in said bowl body 5; c) mounting said
bowl hood 6 on said bowl body 5; d) arranging a com-
pression tool 201 for compressing said stack 13 of sep-
arating discs, said compression tool 201 comprising a
support 202’ having a centre axis X, a screw 207 ar-
ranged coaxially with said centre axis X in said support
202’, and a nut 215 threaded onto a first threaded end
208 of said screw 207 and adapted to be resting against
a first end 203 of said support 202’, with a second end
205 of said support 202’ resting axially on said bowl hood
6 or a neck ring 27 attached to said bowl hood 6 and said
screw 207 extending into a central through-hole 8 in said
bowl hood 6; e) fastening said screw 207 with a second
threaded end 209 in a first threading 214 of said distrib-
utor 19; f) tightening said nut 215, in relation to said first
threaded end 208 of said screw 207 in such a manner
that said distributor 19 is lifted to an upper position; g)
fixing said distributor 19 in its upper position; h) dismount-
ing said compression tool 201. A compression tool for
performing the method comprises a support, a screw and
a nut in accordance to above. A centrifugal separator kit
comprises a centrifugal separator and said compression
tool.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
tool for mounting a disc stack in a centrifugal separator
bowl.

Introduction

[0002] In a centrifugal separator for separation of a liq-
uid mixture into at least one heavy phase and one light
phase having a relative lower density than said heavy
phase A stack of separating discs may be used for en-
hancing the separation efficiency. Typically, the stack of
separating discs is stacked on a distributor with a dis-
tance to each other, which distributor distributes the liquid
mixture to the separating discs. The distributor is ar-
ranged in a rotatable separator bowl, comprising a lower
part or bowl body and an upper part or bowl hood, and
the main part of the separation takes place between the
separating discs. However, to obtain the best separation,
the stack of separating discs has to be compressed, so
leakage between the discs can be prevented. This usu-
ally is obtained by, after fixedly mounting the stack of
separating discs in the bowl body of the separation bowl,
mounting the bowl hood on top of the bowl body and
fasten it. This is usually done by screwing the bowl hood
on the bowl body using corresponding threadings on the
bowl body and the bowl hood. At the same time the under-
side of the bowl hood is in contact with the uppermost
disc or top disc of the stack of separating discs. When
the bowl hood is screwed onto the bowl body the stack
of separating discs is compressed. However, this is ob-
tained with effort since the friction between the under-
side of the bowl hood and the top disc counteract the
mounting of the bowl hood as does the increasing com-
pression forces from the increasingly compressed stack
of separating discs acting on the under-side of the bowl
hood.
[0003] The object of the present invention is to provide
easy mounting of the bowl hood before compressing the
disc stack.

Summary of the invention

[0004] The above object is realized in a first aspect
which is characterized by a method for mounting a stack
of separating discs in a centrifugal separator bowl com-
prising a bowl body and a bowl hood, the method com-
prising the steps:

a) mounting and securing said stack of separating
discs on a distributor;
b) placing and rotatably fixing said distributor in said
bowl body;
c) mounting said bowl hood on said bowl body;
d) arranging a compression tool for compressing
said stack of separating discs, said compression tool
comprising a support having a centre axis, a screw

supported coaxially with said centre axis in said sup-
port, and a nut threaded onto a first threaded end of
said screw and adapted to be resting against a first
end of said support, with a second end of said sup-
port on said bowl hood or a neck ring attached to
said bowl hood and said screw extending into a cen-
tral through-hole in said bowl hood;
e) fastening said screw with its second threaded end
in a first threading of said distributor;
f) tightening said nut with a pre-determined torque,
in relation to said first threaded end of said screw in
such a manner that said distributor is lifted to an up-
per position;
g) fixing said distributor in its upper position;
h) dismounting said compression tool.

[0005] According to an embodiment of the first aspect,
step f) comprises a step i) tightening said nut until said
stack of separating discs is making contact against said
bowl hood.
[0006] According to an embodiment of the first aspect,
step f) comprises a step j) tightening said nut until said
stack of separating discs is compressed with a predeter-
mined torque.
[0007] According to an embodiment of the first aspect,
step a) comprises a step of k) mounting the stack of sep-
arating discs pre-compressed on said distributor.
[0008] According to a further embodiment of the first
aspect, step k) comprises steps of

I) arranging a compression tool for compressing said
stack of separating discs, comprising a first support
having a centre axis (X), a screw arranged coaxially
with said centre axis in said first support, and a nut
threaded onto a first threaded end of said screw and
adapted to be resting against a first end of said first
support, with a second end of said first support on
the uppermost disc of said stack of separating discs;
m fastening said screw with its second threaded end
in a first threading in said distributor
n) turning said nut in relation to said first threaded
end of said screw in such a manner that said distrib-
utor is lifted in relation to said first support so that
said stack of separating discs is pre-compressed
with a pre-determined torque.

[0009] According to a further embodiment of the first
aspect, step d) is modified in that said compression tool
or at least said nut and said first support is dismounted
and when arranging the compression tool a second sup-
port is used..
[0010] According to a further embodiment of the first
aspect, step c) comprises a step of:
o) mounting a threaded lock ring around said screw;
and wherein step g) comprises a step of:
p) screwing the lock ring into a second threading of said
distributor adapted to press against said bowl hood or
said neck ring.
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[0011] According to a further embodiment of the first
aspect, step c) comprises a step of:
q) threading said bowl hood onto said bowl body by cor-
responding threadings.
[0012] The above object is realized in a second aspect
by a compression tool for performing the methods above,
comprising
a support;
a screw;
a nut;
whereinsaid nut is threaded onto a first threaded end of
said screw, adapted to be resting against a first end of
said support, and when in operation further threadable
onto said first threaded end of said screw;
a support adapted to be placed with a second end on a
bowl hood mounted on a centrifugal separator bowl;
a screw supported coaxially in said support and adapted
with its second threaded end to be fastened in a distrib-
utor arranged in said separator bowl;
[0013] According to a third aspect, a centrifugal sepa-
rator kit, comprises a centrifugal separator with a stack
of separating discs and a distributor adapted to be ar-
ranged in a centrifugal separator bowl of said centrifugal
separator, and a compression tool according to said sec-
ond aspect above.

Brief description of the drawings

[0014] Further objects, features and advantages will
appear from the following detailed description of several
embodiments of the invention with reference to the draw-
ings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a centrifugal separator.
Fig. 2 shows a stack of separating discs with a com-
pression tool mounted during pre-compression of
the stack of separating discs.
Fig. 3 shows a stack of separating discs with a com-
pression tool mounted in section, during pre-com-
pression of the stack of separating discs.
Fig. 4 shows a centrifugal separator bowl in section
after mounting the bowl hood.
Fig. 5 shows a centrifugal separator bowl in section
after mounting of sleeve and fitting.
Fig. 6 shows a centrifugal separator bowl in section
after compression of the stack of separating discs.

Detailed description of the drawings

Separator

[0015] Fig. 1 shows a centrifugal separator 100 for sep-
arating a fluid mixture into a light phase liquid and a heavy
phase of sludge or sediment. The centrifugal separator
100 comprises a stationary part here called frame 101
comprising a housing 102, and a centrifugal separator
bowl 18 fixedly arranged on a spindle 11, the separator
bowl 18 and the spindle 11 together constituting a rotor

103. Said centrifugal separator bowl 18 comprises a low-
er part, a centrifugal separator bowl body 5, and an upper
part, a centrifugal separator bowl hood 6. The centrifugal
separator bowl hood 6 is fastened to the centrifugal sep-
arator bowl body 5 by corresponding threadings on said
centrifugal separator bowl hood 6 and centrifugal sepa-
rator bowl body 5. The bowl hood 6 has a central through-
hole 8 connecting the outside of the separator bowl 18
with the inside. In this through-hole 8 a neck ring 27 may
be arranged, which neck ring 27 narrows the through-
hole 8. Through the through-hole 8 may be arranged one
or more outlets of separated phases from the inside of
the separator bowl 18 and/or an inlet for supplying a liquid
mixture to separate into different phases.
[0016] Said rotor 103 surrounds a sludge space 12 and
a separation space 14. In the center of the separator bowl
18 a distributor 19 is arranged on a nave 23 which forms
part of the bowl body 5 protruding axially upwards. The
nave 23 is stuck into a center bottom hole 25 in the dis-
tributor 19. The distributor 19 has vertical wings 26 in the
wall of the center bottom hole 25 which fit with slots 24
in the nave 23.
[0017] The distributor 19 has a top end 212 with a bore
213 in which a first interior threading 214 is arranged.
The distributor 19 also has a second interior threading
21 adapted receive a lock ring 22 to lock said distributor
19 after the compression of the stack 16 of separating
discs.
[0018] On the distributor 19 a stack 13 of frusto-conical
separating discs is arranged stacked on each other with
an axial distance, forming spaces between each other
which together form said separation space 14. The discs
are rotationally secured on said distributor 19 e.g. by a
notch or notches and corresponding groove or grooves.
The rotor 103 is rotatably journaled in said housing 102
around a rotational axis X by a bearing arrangement 104
and driven by a drive arrangement 105. Said drive ar-
rangement 105 comprises an electric motor either ar-
ranged to drive the rotor 103 directly by arranging a motor
rotor on said rotor 103, or by arranging a transmission
between said electric motor and said rotor 103. Said
transmission may be a transmission belt or a gear trans-
mission.
[0019] The separator bowl 18 has an inlet channel 4
in said spindle 11 for feeding the liquid mixture to be
separated into said separator bowl 18. The spindle 11
disclosed in Fig. 1 is thus a hollow spindle. Said inlet
channel 4 lead the liquid mixture to the distributor 19
which transport the fluid mixture from the center of the
rotor out to the separator discs of the stack 13 of separator
discs. In other embodiments the inlet channel 4 may be
arranged from the top to the distributor 19 and out to said
stack 13 of separation discs.
[0020] The lighter phase of the fluid mixture will move
inward towards the center of the rotor 103 and is trans-
ported out from the center of the stack 13 of separating
discs and leaves the centrifugal separator 100 by a first
outlet 1. The heavy phase moves by the centrifugal forces
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outward to said sludge space 12, where it is transported
to a second outlet 2 via heavy phase pipes xxx. In an
embodiment, as a compliment or as an alternative, the
second phase may be discharged by outlet ports ar-
ranged circumferential in the outer wall of the rotor 103.
Said outlet ports may open intermittently by a hydrauli-
cally operated sliding bowl bottom.

Tool

[0021] Fig. 2 shows a compression tool 201, useable
when mounting and dismounting said stack 13 of sepa-
rating discs into and from said centrifugal separator bowl
18.
[0022] The compression tool 201 comprises a support
202’ with a central through-hole 202a. The support 202’
has a first end 203 with a first contact surface 204 and a
second end 205 with a second contact surface 206.
[0023] The compression tool 201 further comprises a
screw 207 supported axially in said through-hole 202a
of said support 202’. The screw 207 has a first end 208
which is sticking out from said first end 203 of the support
202’ and a second end 209 which is sticking out from
said second end 205 of said support 202’. Said first end
208 of said screw 207 has a first threading 210. Said
second end 209 of said screw 207 has a second thread-
ing 211 adapted to fit with corresponding first interior
threading 214 in said distributor 19 of the centrifugal sep-
arator 100.
[0024] The compression tool 201 further comprises a
nut 215 threaded on said first threading 210 of said screw
207 which nut 215 is adapted to be in contact with said
first contact surface 204 during compression of said stack
13 of separating discs. During compression said second
contact surface 206 of the support 202’ is adapted to
contact and support against an upper surface 7 on the
bowl hood 6 arranged around the opening of said central
through-hole 8 of the bowl hood 6.
[0025] In an embodiment of the method of mounting
the stack 13 of separating discs, the stack 13 is pre-com-
pressed before mounted in the separator bowl 18. This
is accomplished by using said compression tool 201. The
screw 207 of said compression tool 201 is applied with
its second threading 211 to the corresponding first
threading 214 of the distributor 19 in the same manner
as when the final compression is accomplished men-
tioned above. The contact surface 206 of the support 202
used during pre-compressing of the stack 113 of sepa-
rating discs will have to be adapted to contact and support
against an upper surface 13a on the uppermost or top
disc of the stack 13 of the separating discs. thus, as the
said upper surface 13a on the top disc of the stack 13 of
separating discs is situated on a different radius from
said rotational axis X, than that of the upper surface 7 on
said bowl hood 6, a different support 202 with a smaller
diameter is needed for the pre-compression of the stack
13 of separating discs.

Method

[0026] According to one embodiment there is a method
for mounting a stack 13 of separating discs in a centrifugal
separator bowl 18 suggested, comprising a bowl body 5
and a bowl hood 6 and which comprises steps according
the following description.
[0027] According to fig. 2 a stack 13 of separating discs
is mounted on a distributor 19. The discs may at the same
time be rotationally secured by a notch and groove ar-
rangement described above.
[0028] According to figs. 2 and 3 the stack 13 of sep-
arating discs is pre-compressed and secured in a com-
pressed state on the distributor 19. The pre-compressing
is performed by a compression tool 201 comprising a
support 202, a screw 207 and a nut 215 as described
above. Said support 202 is placed with a second contact
surface 206 on its second end 205 axially on the upper-
most or top disc of the stack 13 of separating discs. Said
screw 207 is arranged through the through-hole 202a of
the support 202 and fastened with its second end 209 to
the distributor 19. More specifically, said screw 207 has
a first threading 210 on its second end 209 which is fas-
tened to a first threading 214 in said distributor 19. A nut
215 is threaded onto a first threaded end 208 of said
screw 207 and adapted to be resting against a first end
203 of said support 202. The nut 215 is turned clock-wise
in relation to said first threaded end 208 of said screw
207 in such a manner that said distributor 19 is lifted in
relation to said support 202 so that said stack 13 of sep-
arating discs are pre-compressed with a predetermined
torque. A typical torque with which the pre-compressing
is performed may be 60 Nm.
[0029] When in a pre-compressed state the separating
discs are fixed in their position on the distributor 19 by
the pre-compression force. Thus, the pre-compressed
stack 13 of separating discs fits nicely in the separator
bowl 18 and the bowl hood 6 may easily be mounted on
the bowl body 5.
[0030] In fig. 4 the distributor 19 is placed in said cen-
trifugal separator bowl body 5, and rotationally secured
in relation to said bowl body 6. The distributor 19 may be
rotationally secured by vertical wings 26 and slots 24 on
said distributor 19 and a nave 23 said bowl body 5 pro-
truding centrally.
[0031] The distributor 19 has vertical wings 26 in the
wall of the center bottom hole 25 which fit with slots 24
in the nave 23.
[0032] In fig. 4 a bowl hood 6 is also mounted on said
bowl body 5. The centrifugal bowl hood 6 is fastened to
the centrifugal bowl body 5 by screwing the bowl hood 6
on top of the bowl body 5 fitting the threading 9 on the
bowl hood 6 on the corresponding threading 9 on the
bowl body 5.
[0033] Fig. 5 discloses the separator bowl 18 when the
nut 215 and support 202 used at the pre-compression
have been dismounted. After this, the neck ring 27 is
mounted in the central through-hole 8 of the bowl hood
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6. The lock ring 22 is at this stage also mounted on the
distributor 18 by threading it into a second threading 21
of said distributor 19.
[0034] Fig. 6 discloses the separator bowl with the
compression tool 201 is mounted for the final compress-
ing of the stack 13 of separating discs. The compression
tool 201 comprising a support 202’, a screw 207 support-
ed coaxially in a central through-hole 202a in said support
202’, and a nut 215 threaded onto a first threading 210
of the first threaded end 208 of said screw 207 and rested
against a first end 203 of said support 202’. The second
end 205 of said support 202 is with its contact surface
206 placed on said upper surface 7 of the bowl hood 6.
The support 202’ as can be seen in fig. 6 has a larger
diameter than the one used for the pre-compression
stage for placing on said upper surface 7 of the bowl hood
6. Said screw 207 is with the threading 211 on its second
threaded end 209 fastened in the first interior threading
214 of the distributor 19. The nut 215 is turned in relation
to said first threaded end 208 of said screw 207 rotating
against the first end 203 of the support 202 thus lifting
said distributor 19 to an upper position until said stack
13 of separating discs is making contact against said
bowl hood 6 and said stack 13 of separating discs is fully
compressed. A typical torque with which the compression
is performed may be 50 Nm.
[0035] The lock ring 22 is then tightened into said sec-
ond threading 21 of said distributor 19 to press against
said bowl hood 6 or said neck ring 27. The compression
tool 201 is then dismounted while the lock ring 22 pre-
vents the distributor 19 to retain its original position.
[0036] In the above, the inventive concept has mainly
been described with reference to a limited number of ex-
amples. However, as is readily appreciated by a person
skilled in the art, other examples than the ones disclosed
above are equally possible within the scope of the inven-
tive concept, as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. Method for mounting a stack (13) of separating discs
in a centrifugal separator bowl (18) comprising a
bowl body (5) and a bowl hood (6), the method com-
prising steps of:

a) mounting said stack (13) of separating discs
on a distributor (19);
b) placing and rotatably fixing said distributor
(19) in said bowl body (5);
c) mounting said bowl hood (6) on said bowl
body (5);
d) arranging a compression tool (201) for com-
pressing said stack (13) of separating discs, said
compression tool (201) comprising a support
(202’) having a centre axis (X), a screw (207)
arranged coaxially with said centre axis (X) in
said support (202’), and a nut (215) threaded

onto a first threaded end (208) of said screw
(207) and adapted to be resting against a first
end (203) of said support (202’), with a second
end (205) of said support (202’) resting axially
on said bowl hood (6) or a neck ring (27) at-
tached to said bowl hood (6) and said screw
(207) extending into a central through-hole (8)
in said bowl hood (6);
e) fastening said screw (207) with a second
threaded end (209) in a first threading (214) of
said distributor (19);
f) tightening said nut (215), in relation to said
first threaded end (208) of said screw (207) in
such a manner that said distributor (19) is lifted
to an upper position;
g) fixing said distributor (19) in its upper position;
h) dismounting said compression tool (201).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein
step f) comprises a step
i) tightening said nut (215) until said stack (13) of
separating discs is making contact against said bowl
hood (6).

3. Method according to claim 2, wherein
step f) comprises a step
j) tightening said nut (215) until said stack (13) of
separating discs is compressed with a predeter-
mined torque.

4. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein
step a) comprises a step of
k) mounting the stack (13) of separating discs pre-
compressed on said distributor (19).

5. Method according to claim 4, wherein step k) com-
prises steps of:

I) arranging a compression tool (201) for pre-
compressing said stack (13) of separating discs,
comprising a first support (202) having a centre
axis (X), a screw (207) arranged coaxially with
said centre axis (X) in said first support (202),
and a nut (215) threaded onto a first threaded
end (208) of said screw (207) and adapted to be
resting against a first end (203) of said first sup-
port (202), with a second end (205) of said first
support (202) on the uppermost disc (13a) of
said stack (13) of separating discs;
m) fastening said screw (207) with its second
threaded end (209) in a first threading in said
distributor (19);
n)turning said nut (215) clock-wise in relation to
said first threaded end (208) of said screw (207)
in such a manner that said distributor (19) is lifted
in relation to said first support (202) so that said
stack (13) of separating discs is pre-com-
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pressed with a predetermined torque.

6. Method according to claim 5, wherein step d) before
compression is modified in that said compression
tool (201) or at least said nut (215) and said first
support (202) is dismounted and when arranging the
compression tool (201) a second support (202’) is
used.

7. Method according to any one the preceding claims,
wherein step c) comprises a step of:
o) mounting a threaded lock ring (22) around said
screw (207)
and wherein step g) comprises a step of:
p) screwing the lock ring (22) into a second threading
(21) of said distributor (19) adapted to press against
said bowl hood (6) or said neck ring (27).

8. Method according to one of claims 1 - 7, wherein
step c) comprises a step of:
q) threading said bowl hood (6) onto said bowl body
(6) by corresponding threadings (9).

9. Compression tool (201) for performing the method
according to one of the claims 1 to 8, comprising
a support (202);
a screw (207); and
a nut (215); wherein
said nut (215) is threaded onto a first threaded end
(208) of said screw (207), adapted to be resting
against a first end (203) of said support (202), and
when in operation further threadable onto said first
threaded end (208) of said screw (207);
a support (202) adapted to be placed with a second
end (205) on a bowl hood (6) mounted on a centrif-
ugal separator bowl (18);
a screw (207) supported coaxially in said support
(202) and adapted to with its second threaded end
(209) be fastened in a distributor (19) arranged in
said separator bowl (18).

10. Centrifugal separator kit, comprising a centrifugal
separator with a stack of separating discs and a dis-
tributor adapted to be arranged in a centrifugal sep-
arator bowl of said centrifugal separator, and a com-
pression tool according to claim 9.
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